Rochester OWASP Meeting 09/10/2007 @ 6PM

- 6PM Meeting Opened with Pizza
- 6:10 Ralf explained global OWASP Day
- 6:10 Local chapter business:
  - 3rd Mon of Every Month
  - Every other month is formal meeting, other meetings are informal gathering at a restaurant.
- Questions:
  - What else are we doing other than meetings?
    - Projects have been discussed, but nothing being worked on
    - Plenty avail to do if you want to get involved.
- 6:15 OWASP Day Questions:
  1. What is the current state?
     a. Increase in user awareness (Phishing/ID Theft)
     b. Not consistent between companies/countries
  2. Does it matter?
     a. Yes.
     b. The more cases that go to litigation, the more it matters
     c. PCI Help drive improvements
     d. More publicity.
  3. More vulnerable?
     a. More people
     b. More web commerce
     c. More laptops
     d. More vulnerabilities
     e. More wireless APs
     f. More awareness but nothing being done to fix it
  4. Application Side:
     a. There needs to be some regulation of standards for privacy
     b. Define liability standards
  5. Do customers care?
     a. Yes
  6. What should OWASP focus on?
     a. Privacy std data owner
     b. Educate tech implementors and policy makers
     c. Education & guidance design & programming
  7. What should OWASP spend its grant money on?
     a. Taking time to write sample policy and guildline documents for business policy makers
  8. Show OWASP organize such ‘OWASP Weeks’ every quarter?
     a. Perhaps twice a year.
     b. Every quarter is too much.

- 6:40 Ralf Starts Presentation on “The New OWASP Top 10”
• 8:13PM Ralf Ends Presentation.
• 8:14PM Next month: less formal meeting – meet at local restaurant.
• 8:14PM Meeting closed.
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